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THE MODERN CONCEPT OF
SECULARISM AND ISLAMIC
JURISPRUDENCE: A COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS

DR. NEHALUDDIN AHMADI

ABSTRACT

The essence of the word 'secularism' depends upon a variety of factors
existing in a particular state, e.g. the society's composition, political
history, and the potential of its minority groups, as well as the prevailing
international circumstances. In the matter of secularism and Islam, the
world is misinformed and misguided. Most people who engage in these
discussions do not have a clear idea of the Islamic way of life. Typically,
Islamic scholars must take great steps to prove that Islamic Doctrine
contains all types of contemporary social and political thought and
action, such as the nature of democracy, social justice, secular society
and equality of human being. To resolve the existing confusion on this
issue, elaborate study on the coexistence of secularism with the religious
values must be addressed.
This article will critically analyze the different meanings and conceptions
of secularism. This article will also make a comparative study of various
legal systems to determine how the word secularism is both directly and
indirectly holding true in the modem Islamic world.
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INTRODUCTION

Of all the notions governing modern political thinking, none have been
The concept of secularism originated in Europe as a nomenclature to
define the state governance after it sought deliverance from the
dispensation of Church. 2 Secularism came to be understood in diverse
senses according to the distinct political set-up.3 As the Church was
representing the Christian theocracy, its continued predominance over
the state functioning blended the two institutions in an inextricable
manner. However, with the passage of time the word 'secularism'
emerged as a universally recognized antonym of theocracy and from this
viewpoint, it is considered a political doctrine symbolizing the religious
neutrality of state agencies. 4
Even though the word secularism is the most overused term in the
political and social arena, there is no explicit definition successfully
accorded to it. However, the mental connotation derived from this term
is not universally applicable and varies from one society to the other.s
The term secularism, according to the unanimous opinion amongst all
political structures in which the state mechanism, depicts no favor or
disfavor to any religions group comprising the population under its
control.6
Viewed against this background, secular polity has presupposed the
existence of a given society which is based on a multi-religious and
multi-racial composition. The reason is quite obvious. In a society
exclusively inhabited by the adherents of one faith, there is no religious
mUltiplicity in regard to which the state could maintain positive or
negative neutrality. However, excessive obsession with secularism
without our making an endeavor to judge the term in the most pragmatic
sense has always tended to make us oblivious to its varied functional
offshoots. Consequently, the term secularism has adopted the shape,
more of a political platitude than a practically guiding principle.
An elaborate study regarding the coexistence of secularism with the
religious values even when they are associated with the external
2.
Nash, David, (1994). Secularism, Art and Freedom, London: Continuum International,
p84.
3.
Ibid.
4.
Ibid p127.
5.
Ishaque, K.M. (1986) "Problems of Islamic Political Theory". In State, Politics and Islam.
Edited by M. Ahmad. Indianapolis, American Trust Publications, pp.25-36.
6.
Saba Mahmood, (2006) Secularism, Hermeneutics, and Empire: The Politics of Islamic
Refonnation, Public Culture Vol.l8 (2) p326.
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manifestation7 of the state agencies is necessary. It is an observable
phenomenon the world over that somewhere under the garb of secular
values, a particular faith has managed to control the state ideology;
whereas, somewhere under the declared theocratic dispensation, secular
values may be predominant in the state functioning. 8 The adjective of
secularism may sound quite paradoxical in either case, but the former
might conveniently be called 'secular theocracy' and the latter a
'theocratic secularism'. These brutal realities do exist, but we ignore
them for the fear that they constitute the contradiction in terms that will
inevitably desecrate the wrongly supposed sanctity of 'secularism'.9
For some it may look like a falsityI°, while to others it appears to be a
misleading suggestion that the Quran, being a religious scripture of a
religion, should be discussed in relation to the contemporary norms,
definition and standards of secularism. I I To dissipate the mist of
confusion, it is necessary to point out that Quran is distinguishable from
other major faith's religious texts because the Quran lays out a
comprehensive code regarding every aspect of social organization
including the state 12 governance. 13
However, the ethnocentric definitions pervading every aspect of human
life, temporal as well as spiritual, may be the core of objections by those
who are under the mistaken belief that secularism, as we understand it,
can enjoy no coexistence with any philosophy having religious

7.
'Secular' polity of any country· may be 'theocratic' if despite all the Constitutional
pronouncements of a 'secular democracy', the pressures of strong 'majorityism' have practically
made the whole governmental system as representing the 'majority culture' or 'majority religion',
but external manifestation of the governing system of state look like secular.
8.
Abdulaziz Sachedina's reading of Sayyid Qutb, (2001) in The Islamic Roots of Democratic
Pluralism,. Oxford University Press NY, p. 39-40.
9.
Nairn, Abd Allah Ahmad, Winter 2005The Interdependence of Religion, Secularism, and
Human Rights: Prospectsfor Islamic Societies, Common Knowledge - Volume II, Issue I, p. 56-57.
10.
Some one may look with strange that the Quran discusses the system of government,
secular ethos, equality and other contemporary norms of society being a religious book.
11.· Ishaque, KM. (1986) "Problems of Islamic Political Theory", in M. Ahmad Edited State,
Politics and Islam, Indianapolis, American Trust Publications, p.25-36.
12.
S.Abul Ala Maududi , Islamic Law and Constitution p.213-216 Islamic Publication (Pvt)
Lahore (1997), "The Word 'Islamic State' denotes same as word 'Mulk' which is used in Arabic to
convey the meaning of supremacy, sovereignty, state administration ,a society and territoriality. In
Islamic state, sovereignty lies with God and Khalifa or king or Amir is a agent or vicegerent of God
who is de jure and the de facto sovereign." Khalifa means one who enjoys certain rights and powers,
not in his own right but as representative and viceroy of his Lord. His authority is not inherent; it is a
delegated one. He is not free to do whatever he likes, but has to act according to the directives of his
Principal. Thus, Islamic state is democratic for all practical purposes. But the difference is this: In
western democracy people are sovereign; in Islam God is sovereign and the people are His Khalifa
or representati ves of God.
Parwez, G. A. Islam: (1989) A Challenge to Religion. Lahore, Tolu-e-Islam Trust, p 68.
13.
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overtones. 14 The argument sounds fallacious per se on two counts.
Firstly, secularism has never had and nor does it presently have similar
universally acknowledged parameters. On the contrary, its definition and
applications vary from country to country according to the relative
changes in the geopolitical situations. Secondly, its intrinsic soul lies not
in the color of the governing set-up, but in the attitude of the governing
set-up towards the ruled populace, which may essentially be comprised
of the adherents of different faiths.
This paper critically analyses the commandments from the Quran, which
places a religious obligation upon the state to grant full freedom to all the
religions so that people of all faiths may enjoy full and equal state
protection. IS It will also make a comparative study of various legal
systems in order to draw the conclusions as how secularism in the Quran
is holding true in the modern world, whether or indirectly.
What is Secularism?
Secularism is a protection concept, defying all efforts to pin it down to a
precise concrete proposition.1 6 The Encyclopedia Britannica defines
"secular" as 'non-spiritual, having no concern with religious or spiritual
matters'.17 Though the concept of secularism is old, it acquired wide
currency and new significance in British liberal thought and literature as
a result of the writings of G.L. Holyoke, the father of secularism who
laid down its basic principles in his famous books 'Principles of
Secularism' (1859) and 'The Origin and Nature of Secularism' (1896).18
The following are brief definitions of the term "secular":
The Oxford English Dictionary (1989):19
1. Of or pertaining to the world. 2. a. belonging to the world and
its affairs as distinguished from the church and religion; civil,
lay, temporal. Chiefly used as a negative term with the meaning
non-ecclesiastical, non-religious, or non-sacred. 3. a. Of or
belonging to the present or visible world as distinguished from
14. Taylor, Charles, (2007)."A Secular Age", The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press,
p246.
15. The Holy Quran ,trans.Yusuf Ali, AI-Ankabut 29.46 and also see,Surah AI-Ma'ida 5.51.
16.
A.R. Blackshleld, "Secularism and Social Control in the West: The Material and the
Ethereal," in G.S. Sharma (Ed) (1966) Secularism: Its Implications for law and life in India,
Bombay Tripathi p.63.
17. The Encyclopedia Britannica Vol. 20 (1955). p. 264.
18.
Ibid p264.
19. John Simpson & Edmund Weiner (editors). (1989) The Oxford English Dictionary •
Oxford University Press ,2nd Ed.
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the eternal or spiritual world; temporal, worldly. b. Caring for
the present world only; unspiritual.
II. Of or belonging to an age or long period. Living or lasting for
an age or ages. Now chiefly with reminiscence of the scientific
sense.
The Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology (1966):20
Secular pertaining to the world, worldly; not sacred, profane;
living or lasting for an age or for ages.
The word secular means "of this world" in Latin and is the opposite of
religious. 21 As a doctrine, secularism is usually used in reference to any
philosophy which forms its ethics without reference to religious dogmas
and which promotes the development of human art and science. 22
The term secularism was coined by George Jacob Holyoake in 1841 and
he originally used it refer to the practice of the ethics of free thoughts?3
Holyoake did not believe that secularism and atheism were related, but at
the time Charles Bradlaugh argued that atheism was a prerequisite for
secularism. 24 Holyoake wrote the following about secularism in his 1896
English Secularism:

Secularism is a code of duty pertaining to this life, founded on
considerations purely human, and intended mainly for those who
find theology indefinite or inadequate, unreliable or
unbelievable. Its essential principles are three: (I) the
improvement of this life by material means. (2) That science is
the available Providence of man. (3) That it is good to do good.
Whether there be other good or not, the good of the present life
is good, and it is good to seek that good. 25

20.
CT Onions, G. w. S. Friedrichsen, R.W. Burchfield (Editors) (1966). The Oxford
Dictionary of English Etymology, Oxford University Press.
21.
Peter Radan, Denise Meyerson, Rosalind Frances Croucher, (2005) Law and religion:
God. the state and the common law, Published by Routledge, p23.
22.
McLeod, Hugh (2000). Secularization in Western Europe. 1848-1914. Basingstoke:
Macmillan p.34.
23.
Kosmin, Barry A.( 2007)"Contemporary Secularity and Secularism." 'Secularism &
Secularity: Contemporary International Perspectives'. Ed. Barry A. Kosmin and Ariela Keysar.
Hartford, (ISSSC), p2-3, and also see Holyoake, George J. (1896). English SecuiarismpI07
Chicago: The Open Court Publishing Company.
.
24.
John Rawls, [1997] "The Idea of Public Reason Revisited", University of Chicago Law
Review 64, p365-66.
25.
Martin, David, (1978)A General Theory of Secularization. Oxford: Blackwell. p237.
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Today, perhaps the best definition of secularism was given by Virgilius
Ferm in his Encyclopedia of Religion, where he wrote that secularism
is 26 :

... a variety of utilitarian social ethic which seeks human
improvement without reference to religion and exclusively by
means of human reason, science and social organization. It has
developed into a positive and widely adopted outlook, which
aims to direct all activities and institutions by a non-religious
concern for the goods of the present life and for social wellbeing. 27
According to Bernard Lewis, the term "secularism" appears to have been
first used in English toward the middle of the nineteenth century, with a
primary ideological meaning.28 As first used, it denoted the doctrine that
morality should be based on rational considerations regarding human
well-being in this world, to the exclusion of considerations relating to
God or the afterlife. 29 Later it was used more generally for the belief that
public institutions, especially general education, should be secular not
religious. 30 In the twentieth century it has acquired a somewhat wider
range of meaning, derived from the older and wider connotations of the
term "secular."31 In particular it is frequently used, along with
"separation," as an approximate equivalent of the French term laicisme,
also used in other languages, but not as yet in English. 32
Secularism can be used in a much narrower sense when conveying the
idea that government and public policies should be "secular" in nature.
This usage does not reflect any sectarian, religious ideals; rather it means
a strict separation between church and state. 33 A great many religionists
support such uses of the term secularism, because in the public arena it

26.
J M Finnis, (2007) 'Nationality, Alienage and Constitutional Principle', 123 Law
Quarterly Review, p 418-445 .
27.
Ibid P 418-45.
28.
Elizabeth Shakman Hurd, (2007) The Politics of Secularism in International Relation,
Published Princeton University Press, pI3.
29.
Prof. John Finnis, 2003 , Secularism, Morality and Politics, University of Oxford, p23334.
30.
Ibid 234.
31.
Ibid 234.
32.
Ibid p234.
33.
Fred dallmayr: (1999). "Rethinking Secularism (with Raimon Panikkar)".In: The Review of
Politics 61.4.
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puts all religions and all religious beliefs on relatively equal ground with
regards to the government and public policies. 34
Does Secularism Mean Anti-Religiousness or Counter Religiousness?
The relationship between secularism and religion has been defined as
mutually exclusive rather than hostile. 35 The secular movement away
from religion need not imply total abandonment of it. It is perfectly
possible to advocate both secularism and religion. Secularism is not
opposed to religion as such: it is opposed rather to the use of religious
institutions, and religious motivations, in the legal, political, and
educative processes. "So long as religion does keep to its own sphere,
secularism is religiously natural; it neither endorses nor disapproves of
religiousness ".36
This aspect of secularism was emphasized time and again during the
discussions in the Constituent Assembly, which drafted the Constitution
of India. These views are discussed in details at some later stage, but
suffice it to refer to what H.V. Kamath has said:

"When I say that a state should not identify itself with any
particular religion, I do not mean to say that a state should be
anti-religious or irreligious. We have certainly declared India to
be a secular State. But to my mind, a secular state is neither a
God-less state nor an irreligious state .'>37
Justice Gajendragadkar (former Judge, Supreme Court of India) is also
inclined to think "secularism would be purely passive force if it was
content to base itself on the negative aspect of being anti-religion, antiGod, or anti-spiritual quest."38
Secularity is the state of being free from religious or spiritual qualities.
For instance, eating a meal, playing a game, or bathing are examples of
secular activities, because there is nothing inherently religious about
them. Saying a prayer or visiting a place of worship are examples of non-

34.
Schaeffer, Francis A. (September 1983) How Should We Then live? The Rise and Decline
of Western Thought and Culture, Crossway Books, p53.
35. Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics (1920), vol. II. p.350-51.
Supra 15 A.R. Blackshield,p.ll.
36.
37.
C.A.D. VII, 825-6, for detailed antilogy on various views on the subject see Appendix of
Secular State and India, pp. 159-63.
38. Gurmukh Nihal Singh, (2nd Edition(l952),Land Marks in Indian Constitutional and
National Development. Atma Ram & Sons (Delhi) p. 175.
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secular activities. An approximate synonym for secular is worldly;
although this is often used from a Christian point of view 39 •
secuiarism has two distinct meanings. First, it asserts the freedum uf
religion, and freedom from religion, within a state that is neutral on
matters of belief, and gives no state privileges or subsidies to religions. 40
Second, it refers to a belief that human activities and decisions should be
based on evidence and fact, not superstitious beliefs, however devoutly
held, and that policy and statecraft should be free from religious
domination. 41 For example, a society deciding whether to promote
condom use might consider the issues of disease prevention, family
planning, and women's rights. 42 A secularist would argue that such
Issues are relevant to public policy making, whereas Biblical
interpretation or church doctrine should not be considered and are
irrelevant.43
A.

SECULARISM IN POLITICAL ADMINISTRATION

Politically, secularism has been defined as a movement towards the
separation of church and religion from the state. The idea is that religion
should not interfere with or be integrated into the public affairs of a
society. This can refer to reducing ties between government's and their
state religions, replacing laws based on scripture, such as the Ten
Commandments and Shariah law, with civil laws. It also includes the
elimination of religious discrimination. 44 •
The majority of the members of Christian faith are proponents of a
secular state, and according to Bible (King James Version), book of
Luke, chapter 20, verse 25.45 In this verse, in response to a question about

39.
G. Kepel, (I 994).The Revenge of God. The Resurgence of Islam, Christianity and Islam in
the Modem World Cambridge, p.23.
40.
Martin, David (2005). On Secularillltion: towards a revised general theory. Aldershot:
Ashgate. P236.
41.
Martin, David (2005). On Secularillltion: towards a revised general theory. Aldershot:
Ashgate. P236.
42.
Martin, David (2005). On Secularillltion: towards a revised general theory. Aldershot:
Ashgate. P236.
43.
Martin, David (2005). On Secularillltion: towards a revised general theory. Aldershot:
Ashgate. P236.
44.
David M. Brown (20oo)"Freedom from or Freedom for? Religion as a Case Study in
Defining the Content of Charter Rights," University of British Columbia Law Review, Vol. 33.
45.
Bible King James Version, Luke, Chapter 20:25 "And he said unto them, Render therefore
unto Caesar the things which be Caesar's, and unto God the things which be God's."
See Mark A. Chancey, A Textbook Example of the Christian Right: The National Council on Bible
Curriculum in Public Schools, Journal of the American Academy of Religion Advance Access
published online on August 16, 2007.
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taxes, Jesus said: "[r]ender therefore unto Caesar the things which be
Caesar's, and unto God the things which be God's.46
In this sense, secularists would prefer that politician's decisions based of
secular reasons, rather than religious ones. Decisions about many
contemporary issues, such as stem cell research and sex education are
often made on the basis of religious beliefs.47
B.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SECULAR THEOCRACY AND THEOCRATIC
SECULARISM

The two terms secular theocracy and theocratic secularism denote
different systems of the government the distinction between which is
more apparent in the practical implementation of laws than in theoretic
propositions. 48 As the hysteria of undefined secularism is gripping the
world and is projected as the pinnacle of modem civilization, its
contradistinction with theocracy is becoming more and more
pronounced. Theocracy on the other hand is also generally used as an
antonym of democracy as the later is considered to be the system of
governance based on the concepts of equality and adult franchise, while
theocracy has religious trappings attached to causing it to be viewed in a
different perspective.49 In the common parlance theocracy is a political
dispensation in which religious ideology is the raison d'etre 50 of
governance, while secularism is a system wherein religion is treated as
something lying within individual domain having no relation with
political institutions. Both do not have a common and universal pattern.
Their respective practical significantly varies from country to country,
depending on the composition of each given society and the religious
philosophies of its constituents.51
The adjective of secular with theocracy and that of theocratic with
secularism appear to put forth a contradictory and irreconcilable
hypothesis.
However, theocracy may be secular if the political
institutions under it are commonly based upon those principles that are
46.
Boyer, Pascal (2002). "Religion Explained: The Evolutionary Origins of Religious
Thought" NY: Oxford University Press ,pI9.
47.
Michael Pye: (1997). "Reflecting on the plurality of religions". In Marburg Journal of
Religion 2.1.
48.
Supra 4 p70.
49.
w. A. R. Shadid and P. S. van Koningsveld, (1995) Religious Freedom and the Position of
Islam in Western Europe: Opportunities and Obstacles in the Acquisition of Equal Rights, Kok
Pharos Publishing House, Amsterdam, , p. 87.
50.
Raison d'etre is a phrase borrowed from French where it means simply "reason for being";
English use it also comes to suggest a degree of rationalization, as "The claimed reason for the
existence of something or someone" From Wikipedia, visited on 09/04/09.
51.
Supra 48, p87-88.
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the bulwarks of secularism from every possible angle. On the contrary,
secular polity of any country may be theocratic if despite all the
Constitutional pronouncements of a secular democracy52,the pressures of
strong 'majorityism' have practicaiiy made the whoie governmentai
system as representing the majority religion, and the minority groups
have started feeling insecure.
C.

POSITION UNDER RELIGIOUS IDEOLOGIES

Of all the religions in the world, only Christianity and Islam have
claimed to be all encompassing. These two religions are credited with
having achieved varying measures of success in establishing and
governing the political institutions according to their respective religious
ideologies. 53 Considered monotheistic, both account for the larger chunk
of world population as their adherents. 54 It is for this very reason that
historians and social scientists have focused much of their comparative
study on Christianity and Islam.
D.

CERTAIN OBSERVATIONS ABOUT ISLAM

One basic element in the value system of Islam is the principle of
equality. This value of equality is not to be mistaken for or confused with
identicalness or stereotype. Islam teaches that, in the Sight of God, all
men are equal but they are not identicaJ.55 There are differences of
abilities, potentials, ambitions, wealth, and so on. Yet none of these
differences can by itself establish a status of superiority of one man or
race to the other. 56 The stock of man, the color of his skin, the amount of
wealth he has, and the degree of prestige he enjoys have no bearing on
the character and personality of the individual as far as God is
concemed. 57 The only distinction God applies is the criterion of goodness
and spiritual excellence. In the Qur' an, God says:

"0 mankind, verily We have created you from a single (pair) of
a male and a female, and have made you into nations and tribes,

52.
Boyer, Pascal (2002); "Religion Explained: The Evolutionary Origins of Religious
Thought" Oxford University Press New York, 2002 p354.
53.
Basil Mitchell; (1970)"Law, Morality and Religion in a Secular Society," London: Oxford
University Press, , p.7.
54.
Ibidp7.
55.
See Abdullah, Yusuf Ali, The meaning of Glorious Quran, trs Surah AI- Hujurat 49.13.
See Abdullah, Yusuf Ali, The meaning of Glorious Quran, trs Surah Sura AI-Maida 5.8.
56.
57.
A.A.A. Fyzee, (1978) A Modem Approach to Islam, Lahore: Universal Books, p. 17.
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that you may know each other. Verily the most honored of you in
the Sight of God is the most righteous"58 Qu'ran 49: 13.
The differences of race, color, or social status are only accidental. They
do not affect the true stature of man in the Sight of God. Again the value
of equality is not simply a matter of constitutional rights, gentlemen's
agreement, or condescending charity. It is an article of Faith Muslims
takes seriously and to which he must adhere sincerely,59 The foundations
of this Islamic value of equality are deeply rooted in the structure of
Islam. It stems from the basic principles such as the following: (1) All
men are created by One and the Same Eternal God, the Supreme Lord of
all; (2) All mankind belong to the human race and share equally in the
common parentage of Adam and Eve; (3) God is just and kind to all His
creatures; (4) All people are born equal in the sense that none brings any
possession with him, and they die equal in the sense that they take back
nothing of their worldly belongings; (5) God judges every person on the
basis of his own merits and according to his own deeds; (6) God has
conferred on every person a title of honor and dignity.60
Such are some of the principles behind the value of equality in Islam.
When this concept is fully utilized, it will leave no place for prejudice
and persecutions. And when this divine ordinance is fully implemented,
there will be no room for oppression or suppression. Concepts of chosen
and gentile peoples, words such as privileged and condemned races, and
expressions such as social castes and second-class citizens will all
become meaningless and obsolete. 61
The Islamic laws as stated above, the two powers-spiritual and
temporal-are confounded and intermixed so that all the acts of civil and
political life are regulated more or less by Islamic principles. In other
words, the outcome will be perhaps even far better as are sought through
secularism.

E.

SECULARISM AND THEOCRACY

Secularism in government is a policy of avoiding or reducing
entanglement between civil and religious institutions, ranging from
reducing ties to a state church to promoting the secularization of public

58.

Abdullah, Yusuf Ali, The meaning of Glorious Quran, trs Sfirah AI- Hujurat 49.13.

59.

Supra45p21-22.

60.
61.

AA Maududi, (1977) Humnn Rights in Islam Lahore: Islamic Publications: p 230.
Ernest Gellner: (1981) 'Muslim Society' - Cambridge University Press, ,po 6.
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discourse. 62There are automatic entanglements between the institutions,
inasmuch as the religious institution, and its adherents, is members of
civil society.63 Secularism requires the primacy of civil laws within its
jurisdictions; but some policies provide for protections of religious
expression, in order not to unnecessarily conflict with the claims of
religion over the public lives of its adherents. Most forms of secularism
propose policies guided by an interest in the free exercise of religion, and
freedom also for lack of religion, for the sake of assuring equal
protection under the same laws. But to the extent that religion cannot be
a strictly private matter, some policies defined as "free exercise of
religion" is, in terms of a religion which mandates a public duty for its
adherents, restrictive of their religion in certain respects.64
Some political philosophies, such as Marxism, generally hold the belief
that any religious influence in a state or society is a negative thing. In
nations that have officially embraced such beliefs, such as the former
Eastern European communist Bloc countries, the religious institution was
made subject to the secular state, in the public interest. 65 Freedom to
worship was subject to licensure and other restrictions, and the doctrine
of the church was monitored to assure conformity to secular law, and
inoffensiveness to the official public philosophy66. In the Western
democracies, it is generally agreed that such a policy is not conducive to
freedom of religion.
The French version of secularism is called lai"cite. This model of a
secularist state protects the religious institutions from some types of
interference by the state, but public religious expression is also limited. 67
The intention is to protect the public power from the influences of the
religious institution, as these might be mediated through the decisions of
its. adherents, especially in public office. Religious perspectives which
contain no idea of public responsibility, or which hold religious opinion
to be irrelevant to politics, will be less impinged upon by this type of
secularization of public discourse. 68

62.
Hammudah Abdulati : Islam in Focus - EI- Falah Foundation For Translation, Publishing
and Translation, 24 Tairan St. Nasr City, Cairo, Egypt ,pp.288-290.
63.
Tom Kitwood : (1990) 'Concern For Others - A New Psychology of Conscience and
Morality' - Routledge, London and New York, first published in, p.II-12.
64.
Ibid 12-13.
65.
Raymond Plant: (1991 }'Modern Political Thought' ,Basil Blackwell, ,p74.
Siddiqui, M. M. (1991) Marxism or Islam? Lahore, Sh. Muhammad Ashraf.p.87.
66.
67.
McLeod, Hugh (2000). Secularization in Western Europe, 1848-1914. Basingstoke:
Macmillan.p23I.
68.
supra 44 p74-75.
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Many western democratic nations place a high importance on the
separation of the institutions of church and state. Some nations, such as
the USA, Australia and Canada, even have specific clauses in their
constitutions which are widely interpreted as forbidding the government
from favoring one religion over another. 69
Other democracies, such as the United Kingdom, have a constitutionally
established state religion, but are inclusive of citizens of other faiths. In
countries like these, the head of government or head of state or other
high-ranking official figures may be legally required to be a member of a
given faith.70 Powers to appoint high-ranking members of the state
churches are also often still vested in the worldly governments. These
powers may be slightly anachronistic or superficial, however, and
disguise the true level of religious freedom the nation possesses. 71
The opposite end of the spectrum from secularization is a theocracy, in
which the state is founded upon the institution of religion, and the rule of
law is based on the dictates of a religious court.72
F.

SECULARISM IN THE ISLAMIC PERSPECTIVE

Does the aim at setting up an Islamic State mean a State wholly based
upon religion? Can there be a Muslim State that at the same time is a
secular state? These are some of the crucial questions one has to answer
in order to deal with the subject of Islam and secularism. Of course, we
must remember that answers cannot go uncontested. Every answer that
we attempt would be, and could be, contested by those with differing
viewpoints. Ours is a liberal and inclusive approach and will, of course,
attempt answer from this viewpoint. 73
Before we deal with the question of Islam and secularism, I would like to
throw some light on religion and secularism. Here too there are differing
views. There are rationalists and atheists who consider religion and
secularism quite contrary to each other. 74 For them the two are quite
incompatible. Secularism is a non-religious, if not altogether anti69.
Michael Saward; (1998) "The Tenns of Denwcracy", Polity Press in association with
Blackwell Publishers Ltd., p.33.
70.
Ibid p33.
71. Ibid.p.34.
72.
Ninian Smart, (1992), The World's Religions - Old Traditions and Modem
Transfonnations, Cambridge University Press p281.
73.
Abdullahi Ahmed An-Na'im (1990): Toward an Islamic Reformation: Civil Liberties,
Human Rights and International Law. Syracuse: Syracuse University Press.
74.
Abdullah, Najih Ibrahim Bin, (l988)17ze Ordinances of the People of the Covenant and the
Minorities in an Islamic State, Balagh Magazine, Cairo, Egypt, Volume 944, May 29,1988.
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religious philosophy. A secular political philosophy should have nothing
to do with any religious tenets or doctrines. 75 A secular state then would
not take any religious beliefs or practices into account while legislating
on any issue and in some extreme cases, even citizens would not be free
to have religious faith and declare or practice them publicly. Religion, in
other words, would be almost a taboo in such a political set up. The
former Soviet and Chinese states came close to this mode).16
Then there is western liberal secular model where religion is not a taboo,
but is not a basic factor as far as state affairs are concerned. State affairs
are conducted quite independently of any religious considerations. In the
U.K. where Anglican Christianity continues to be state religion, and the
King or Queen of England is considered head of the Anglican Church,
religion plays hardly any role in the matters of state. 77 Other western
countries positions are more or less similar. The state remains quite
independent of the church. In fact church and state have totally
independent domains and do not interfere in each other's sphere of
governance. This western model comes closest to the political
philosophy of secularism. 78
G.

THE NEXT QUESTION IS WHETHER ISLAM, AS A RELIGION, IS
COMPATIBLE WITH SECULARISM?

Many people feel that Islam is quite incompatible with secularism. Some
even maintain that as long as one is Muslim, he or she cannot be a
secularist. This is further reinforced by the propaganda by some Muslim
countries that secularism is haram79 and that all secular nations are
enern.les of Islam.
We must analyze to what extent there is truth of incompatibility between
Islam and secularism. Are Islam and secularism really incompatible?
These are important questions and we must search for answers. We must
bear in mind that in every religion there are different intellectual trends,
both liberal as well as conservative. Both factions quote scriptures in

75.
Wilson, Bryan (1969). Religion in Secular Society. London: Penguin, Stanley Naismith,
p66, "Religion and the European Convention on Human Rights," Human Rights & UK Practice,
Human Rights Watch, Vol. 2, No. 1,2001.
10han Galtung : (1998 ) 'The Third World and human rights in the Post 1989 World
76.
Order' in Human Rights Fifty Years on - A reappraisal, edited by Tony Evans - Manchester
University press, ,p.222.
77.
Ibid 223.
78.
Raymond Plant (1991) 'Modem Political Thought', Basil Blackwell, ,p 74.
79.
Haram is an Arabic term meaning "forbidden". In Islam it is used to refer to anything that
is prohibited by the faith,Wikipedia hnp:/Ien.wikipedia.orglwiki/Haraam visited on 9/04/09.
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support of their respective positions. 80 Since a scripture or religious
tradition for that matter has to deal with complex social situation, one
finds differing or even contradictory statements responding to the
differing or contradictory situations. 81
In scriptural hermeneutics one has to take situation In totality and
develop certain keys to deal with the evolving situation. The
commentators often deal with the situation as if it is static. Social
situations can never be static. It continually evolves and changes. The
way scriptural statements were understood by early commentators
conformed to their own socio-cultural situation. Their hermeneutics
should not be binding on the subsequent generations, as it will not
conform to the changed situation. 82 For every age there are keys that help
us understand the scripture in our own age. Also, a commentator should
have a vision of society and this vision evolves from one's own social
situation. Allah's creative power cannot be treated as static any way. The
Qur'an also refers to His dynamism when it states " ... every day He
manifests Himself in yet another (wondrous) way. Which, then, of your
Sustainer's powers can you disavow?" (29:55). This Allah manifests
Himself every day in new state (sha'n).
The state needed laws to deal with fast evolving situation. First they took
help of the Qur' an and then Sunnah83 of the Prophet. Even then if they
could not solve the problem they held the assembly of the companions of
the prophet and tried to solve the problem in consultation with them.
Their collective wisdom was often of great help. But it is quite obvious
that they heavily drew from their own experiences in the social milieu
they lived in. This social milieu also heavily influenced their
understanding of the Qur' anic verses. And some Qur' anic verses were
integrally related to the situation obtaining there. 84
The problem really arose when the subsequent generations treated the
understanding of the Qur' anic verses by the companions of the Prophet
or· the early commentators who drew their own understanding heavily
80.
Ghassan F Abdullah, (1999), New Secularism in the Arab World. Birzeit University
press.p.66.
81.
Ronald A. lukens-bull: (1999). "Between Text and Practice: Considerations in
the,Anthropological Study of Islam." In: Marburg Journal of Religion 42.
82.
A. Gauher, (1980) editor, Islamic law - Its Ideals and Principles "in The Challenge of
Islam; London: The Islamic Council of Europe.
83.
Sunnah literally means "trodden path," and therefore, the sunnah of the prophet means "the
way and the manners of the prophet" means the deeds, sayings and approvals of Prophet
Muhammad.
84.
Ibn Khaldun, (I 967)The Muqaddimah: An Introduction to History, F. Rosenthal (trans.) N.
1. Dawood (abrg. ed.) London, Routledge, p139.
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from the pronouncements of these companions and their followers. The
companions were thought to be, and rightly so, as great authorities
because the Qur' an was revealed during their lifetime and in their
presence. Most of the subsequent commentators simply referred to these
companions and their followers' pronouncements became the only
source of understanding the Qur'anic verses 85 • Until today the
commentators of the Qur' an are repeating those very ideas and these
ideas have become sacred and any deviation is considered heresy by
most of the orthodox commentators of the Qur'an.86
After Islam appeared on the social horizon of Mecca, the scenario began
to change. In Medina the Prophet (PBUH) laid the framework of
governance through what is known as Mithaq-e-Medina (Covenant of
Medina). This Covenant also basically respects tribal customs to which
adherents of Judaism, Islam and pre-Islamic idol worshippers belonged. 8?
Each tribe, along with the religious tradition it belonged to, was treated
as an autonomous unit in the Covenant, which has been described in full
details by Ibn Ishaque, the first biographer of the Holy Prophet. Thus the
Covenant of Medina respected both the tribal as well as religious
autonomy of the inhabitants of the town. 88 It can also be said to be the
first constitution of the state in making. The Covenant laid down certain
principles that are valid even today in a secular state. When the Prophet
of Islam drew up the covenant, Shariah as a body of law had not evolved.
In this important Medinan document what is most important is that the
Prophet did not compel the different tribes of Jews and idol worshippers
to follow the Islamic law.
While writing about the Covenant, Michael Cook observes,
"One of Muhammad's first tasks in Medina was to create a
political order -one which would give him and his followers the
protection they needed, and rid Medina of its domestic strife.
The arrangements which Muhammad made are embodied in a
document which has come to be known as the 'Constitution of
Medina'. This document declares the existence of a community
or people (umma) made up of Muhammad's followers, both
85.
Joseph Schacht, (l950)Origins of MuhamTTUldan Jurisprudence (reprinted 2008), ACLS
Humanities E-Book .p237.
86.
Ibid p.238.
87.
Asghar Ali Engineer ,( Sept.2002)lslam and Modem Age: Intellectual approach to Islam
,Centre for Study of Society and Secularism, Mumbai p20.
88.
Ameer Ali: (1980) The Spirit Of Islam - Low Price Publications -A Division of DK
Publishers Distributors(P) Ud., Delhi, p.24 1.
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those of Quraysh and those of Yathrib. To this community also
belong the Jews, subject to the qualification that they follow
their own religion. Just as important, the document establishes
an authority within the community: any serious dispute between
the parties to the document must be referred to God and
Muhammad. From the mass of stipulations making up the rest of
the document, two themes are worth picking out. One is a
concern to clarify the relationship between the new community
and the existing tribal structure; this is particularly apparent in
the regulations regarding the payment of blood wit and the
ransoming of captives. The other is the fact that a major interest
of the parties of the document is the waging of war. There are
stipulations regarding the initiation and termination of hostilities,
contribution to their cost, and so forth. Jews contribute, and fight
alongside the believers."89
A state structure began to evolve only after the death of the Holy Prophet
when vast areas of other territories were conquered and new problems
began to arise. During the Prophet's time the governance was limited to
almost a city, Medina. 90 He did not live long after the conquest of
Mecca. 91 But after his death the jurisdiction of the state expanded much
beyond the frontiers of Arabia92. During the Prophet's time people were
more concerned with day to-day problems of marriage, divorce,
inheritance etc. on one hand, and those of problems like theft, robbery,
murder and some similar problems for which the Qur' an and the Prophet
were inerrant source of guidance. The people asked the Prophet for
guidance and followed his pronouncements Qr the Qur' anic injunctions
voluntarily.93 There was no state machinery to enforce it. There was
neither any police force nor any regular military. There was no separate
jUdiciary. As far as the Prophet was concerned he was legislator an
enforcer of laws (executive)94, and also a judge (representing judiciary).
He combined all three functions. 95

89.
Michael Cook: Muhammad (1983)Oxford University Press, p.311.
90.
City refers here Medina - is township in W Saudi Arabia.
91.
Abdullahi Ahmed An-Na'im (1990): Toward an Islamic Reformation: Civil Liberties.
Human Rights and International Law. Syracuse: Syracuse University Press.p34.
92.
Ibid 34 also see Lynn H. Nelson, (l988)Global Perspective Source Readings from World
Civilization Volume I( Perspectives, 3000 B.C. to 1600 A.D.) : p320-22.
93.
Shahina Siddiqui, (2004 ) "A Question of Religious Freedom,"Winnipeg Free Press,7
January, p. A II.
94.
Philip K. Hitti (1970) History of The Arabs - Tenth Edition - Macmillan Education Ltd,
London. P.120.
95.
G.A. Parwez, (1986) Islam: A Challenge to Religion, Lahore: Idara-e-Tulu'-e-Islam, p.
346.
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In the words of Philip K Hitti,
"Out of the religious community of aI-Medina the later and
larger state of Isiam arose. This new community of Emigranis
and Supporters was established on the basis of religion as the
Ummat (congregation of) Allah. This was the first attempt in the
history of Arabia at a social organization with religion rather
than blood, as its basis. Allah was the personification of state
supremacy. His Prophet, as long as he lived, was His legitimate
vicegerent and supreme ruler on earth. As such Muhammed, in
addition to his spiritual function, exercised the same temporal
authority that any chief of the state might exercise. All within
this community, regardless of tribal affiliation and older
loyalties, were now brethren at least in principle."96
The Islamic state that came into existence after the death of the Prophet,
as pointed out above, also became a model for the subsequent generation
though this model was hardly followed even in early period of Islamic
history.97 The Umayyad and the Abbasid empires that came into
existence after what is called khilafat-e-rashidah (i.e. the rightly guided
period of khilafat or Islamic state)98 never followed this religious model.
Both the empires were based on personal and authoritarian rule and were
Islamic only in name99 . The Umayyad and the Abbasid Caliphs followed
their own personal desires rather than the Qur' anic injunctions or the
Shari'ah rules. They just symbolically made their obeisance to religion
and followed what was in their personal interest. Thus theirs were what
we can call' semi-secular' states. IOO
Though the khilafat-e-rashidun (i.e. the rightly guided period of khilafat
i.e. Islamic state, the period of Abu-Bakr, Umar, Uthman and Ali) model
was never repeated in the history of Islam, in theory, it remained the
objective of all the Islamic theologians to establish the state on the model
of early Khilafat and it was a 'golden period of Islamic democracy.
Khilafat was ultimately replaced by monarchy and dynastic rule. This
was totally against the spirit of the Qur' an. Once the institution of
Khilafat was replaced by dynastic rule, it could never be restored
throughout Islamic history.
96.
K. Hitti : (Tenth Edition 1970) History of The Arabs - Macmillan Education Ud, London.
P.120-21.
97.
Asghar Ali , Islam and Secularism edited Abu-Rabi', Ibrahim M. ,The Blackwell
Companion to Contemporary Islamic Thought, Blackwell Publishing, 2006p.l44-45.
98.
Ibid 146.
Ibidpl47.
99.
100.
Ibid 147 .
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CHARACTER OF ISLAMIC JURISPRUDENCE

Islamic Jurisprudence is called fiqha or the science of Islamic law
consisting of "the knowledge of one's rights and obligations derived
from the Quran or the Sunna of the Prophet, or the consensus of opinion
among the learned (ijma) , or analogical deduction (qiyas)."101 The
definition of fiqha by Abu Hanifa, a 'soul's cognizance of its rights and
obligations indicates the spiritual requirements of the jurist (faqih). His
implication is that the jurist must not only know but also be responsive to
and understand Muslim law and its spirit correctly so that he is able to
distinguish between what the shariat enjoins, what it permits or tolerates,
and what it prohibits lO2 •
Abu Hanifa's definition of Islamic jurisprudence may give a mystic
flavor to it. But, actually, the principles underlying even the Quranic law
are easily understood and clear. The methods adopted by Muslim juristic
are so similar to those of Roman jurists and the whole of Islamic law is
so like the secularized rationalized Roman law of Justinian's Corpus
Juris Civils, in which the rules of jus gentium predominate, that it has
been said that "Muhammedan law is but the Roman law of Justinian in
Arab dress."103
Professor V. Fitzgerald has tried, in an article l04 to repel the theories
about "The Alleged Debt of Islamic to Roman Law" put forward by
Professor G.S. Amos, Savvas Pasha, and Ignaz Goldziher. The evidence
of this was insufficient in Dr. Fitzgerald's opinion. The view of Roman
law had some effect on Muslim law, even, though it may have been law
had some effect on Muslim law, even though it may have been indirect,
has been accepted by Muslim jurists of the eminence of Ammer Ali and
Tyabji and great scholars like Macdonald. But even if the Muslim jurists
owned a debt to Roman law they did not, like the British common
lawyers, who were also indebted to Roman law, acknowledge it
anywhere. lo5 Therefore, it is very difficult to determine the extent of that
debt. It is however, noteworthy that Muslim law, like the Roman law of
the most advanced stage of the corpus jurists, is extraordinarily, free,
from ceremonialism, ritualism, or rigid formalism, of the type found in
the jus civile of the Twelve Tables. The equitable rule of jus gentium,
comprising the elements common to the law of the then civilized peoples
101.
102.
103.

Supra 96 p.147-48.
Ibid p. I 48-49.

Marcel A Boisard, (4, July 1980) On the Probable Influence of Islam on Western Public
and International Law, International Journal of Middle East Studies volume II ,issue,p 429-50.
104.
Ibid Professor V. Fitzgerald 101-102.
105.
Ibid p-103.
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in the world seem to highlighted a great deal of Muslim juristic
reasoning.106

1.

ISLAMIC CUMMANDMENTS REGARDiNG SECULAR VALUES

We have already said above that religion and secularism can coexist or
not within the same state depending on the interpretation of both religion
as well as secularism. If religion is interpreted in keeping with very
conservative traditions, it may be difficult for it to go along with
secularism which demands more liberal disposition and not only
tolerance but also promotion of pluralism. 107 On the other hand, if
secularism is interpreted too rigidly i.e. if it is equated with atheism, as
many rationalists do, then also the two (i.e. religion and secularism) will
find it difficult to exist within the same state. lOS
Islam too, as pointed out above, can be interpreted rigidly, or liberally. If
both Islam and secularism are interpreted liberally there should not be
any problem with Islam in a secular set Up.109 In fact if one studies the
Qur'an holistically one can find strong support for 'liberal or nonatheistic secularism'. No religion will support atheistic secularism for
that matter. If we talk of liberal secularism what do we mean by it?11O We
must clearly define it. Liberal secularism does not insist on belief in
atheism. Secondly, it promotes pluralism and respect for all faiths and
thirdly it guarantees full freedom of religion for all citizens. Also,
secularism guarantees equal rights for all citizens irrespective of one's
caste, creed, race, language or faith.lll
Islam can hardly clash with this liberal secularism. The Qur'an, in fact,
directly encourages pluralism vide its verse 5:48. 112 his verse clearly
states that every people have their own law and a way, i.e. every nation is
unique in its way of life, its rules etc. It also says that if Allah had
pleased He would have created all human beings a single people but He
did not do so in order to test them (whether they can live in harmony
with each other despite their differences in laws and way of life). Thus it
is clear assertion of pluralism. One must respect the other's faith and live
in harmony with himlher.
106.
Ibidp.I03.
Abdullah, Najih Ibrahim Bin, (1988)The Ordinances of the People of the Covenant and the
107.
Minorities in an Islamic State, Balagh Magazine, Cairo, Egypt, Volume 944, May 29;. p.126.
108.
Ibidp.126-27.
Syed Ameer Ali; (1997) "The Spirit of Islam-A history of the Evolution and Ideals of Islam
109.
With a Life of the Prophet," Delhi (First published in 1923).p 107.
110.
Supra 77p74-75.
III.
Supra 79p65-66.
112.
Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, Irs Surah AI-Maidah 5.48.
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The Qur' an also asserts that every people have their own way of
worshiping God (see 2:148).ll3 One should not quarrel about this.
Instead one should try to excel each other in good deeds. In the verses
60: 7-8 we find that Allah will bring about friendship between Muslims
and those whom you hold as enemies. And Allah does not forbid you
from respecting those who fight you not for religion, nor drive you forth
from your homes and deal with them justly. Allah loves doers of
justice. "4
The above verse is a good example of secular ethos. This is precisely
what Articles 14,19,21,25, 26 and 30 of our own secular Indian
constitution says and this secular constitutions world over emphasize.
Also, in 6: 109 the Qur' an prohibits Muslims from abusing people of
other faiths or their gods as in tum they will abuse Allah. 115. This verse
also makes much more significant statement that Allah has made every
for every people their deeds fair-seeming i.e. every community thinks its
beliefs and deeds are fair and good and social harmony lies in accepting
this situation rather than quarreling about each others beliefs and
practices. I 16
The Islamic tenets, it will be seen, do not disapprove of composite or
pluralistic way of life. Even the Covenant of Medina (called Mithaq-iMedina) clearly approves of pluralistic set up. When the Prophet
migrated from Mecca to Medina owing to persecution in Mecca at the
hands of Meccan tribal leaders, he found Medinese society a pluralistic
society. There were Jews, pagans and Muslims and also Jews and pagans
were divided into several tribes, each tribe having its own customs and
traditions. 117 The Prophet drew up a covenant with these tribes
guaranteeing them full freedom of their faith and also creating a common
community in the city of Medina with an obligation to defend it, if
attacked from outside. "8
This was in a way a precursor of modem secular nation, every citizen
free to follow hislher own faith and tribal customs and their own personal
laws but having an obligation towards the city to maintain peace within
and defend it from without. The Prophet clearly set an example that
people of different faith and traditions can live together in peace and
113. Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, trs Surah Al Baqarah 2:148.
114.
Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, trs Surah AI- Mumtahinah-60:7and 8.
liS.
Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, trs Surah AI-Annam 6.109.
116.
Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, trs Surah Al An'am 6:109.
117. Michael Cook, (1983) Muhanvnad - Oxford University Press, p. 311.
118. Abu a1-A'la a1-Mawdudi, (1976) "Political Theory of Islam," in Khurshid Ahmad, ed.,
Islam: Its Meaning and Message ,London: Islamic Council of Europe, , pI59-61.
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harmony creating a common bond and respecting a common obligation
towards the city/country. 119
'i et another question that remains unanswered is about equai rights to aU
citizens in a country with Muslim majority. It is often argued that
Muslims are reluctant to accord equal citizenship rights to religious
minorities. No doubt there is some truth in this assertion, but not the
whole truth. Some Muslim majority countries certainly do not allow nonMuslims equal rights but many other countries do. For example,
countries like Indonesia, Malaysia and Turkey .These countries, though
have Muslim majorities, do allow all their citizens, including the nonMuslims, equal political rights and religious rights.

The rights of non-Muslims, in other words, will have to be rethought and
reformulated. The Qur' an nowhere states that religion can be the basis of
political rights of the people. This was the opinion of Muslim jurists of
the medieval period when religion of the ruler determined the status of
the ruled. Such a formulation cannot be considered a necessary part of
the political theory of Islam. The only model for this purpose can be the
Mithaq-i-Madina and this Covenant, as pointed out above, did not make
any distinction between people of one religion and the other in matters of
political rights.'20 This Covenant, at least in spirit, if not in form, provides
a valuable guidance for according political rights to citizens of modem
state irrespective of one's religion. It is unfortunate that the later political
theorists of Islam almost wholly neglected this significant political
document drawn up by the Prophet of Islam. In fact he was far ahead of
his time in according non-Muslims equal religious and political rightsY'
The theory of political rights in the modern Islamic state should be based
on this document. The lack of democracy and human rights is not
because of Islam or Islamic teachings, but instead due to authoritarian
and corrupt regimes that totally lack transparency in governance. Again,
if we go by the sunnah of the Prophet and record of governance of the
rightly guided caliphs, we see that the principle of accountability and
transparency in governance was quite fundamental.'22
Islam, in fact, is the first religion which legally recognized other
religions and gave them dignified status and also accepted the concept of

119.
Ameer Ali: (1997 )The Spirit Of Islam - Low Price Publications, A Division of DK
Publishers Distributors(P) Ud., Delhi, p.107-108.
120.

Ibidp.1I0.

121.
Abu a1-A'la a1-Mawdudi,(1976) Political Theory of Islam ,Lahore: Islamic Publications,
,pI3,15-17.
122.
Ibid p.38.
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dignity of all children of Adam (17:70)123 irrespective of their faith, race,
tribe, nationality or language (49:13).124 The verse 2:213 125 is also quite
significant on the unity of all human beings as it is the intention of Allah.
All differences are human and not divine and these differences should be
resolved in democratic and goodly manner (29:46).126 Islam upholds
pluralism, freedom of conscience and human and democratic rights and
thus does not clash with the concept of secularism. 127
The Holy Quran also states: "0 mankind, we have created you from a
male and female." Another interpretation of this verse is that all human
beings are brothers to one another. They all are the descendants from one
father and one mother. "And we set you up as nations and tribes so that
you may be able to recognize each other" (49: 13)128 The justice to which
Islam invites her followers is not limited only to the citizens of their own
country, or the people of their own tribe, nation or race, or the Muslim
community as a whole, but it is meant for all the human beings of the
world. 129
In this manner Islam established equality for the entire human race and
struck at the very root of all distinctions based on color, race, language or
nationality. According to Islam, God has given man this right of equality
as a birthright. Therefore no man should be discriminated against on the
ground of the color of his skin, his place of birth, the race or the nation in
which he was born. Islam upholds pluralism. Let's examine the rights of
non-Muslims in this context.

J. RIGHTS OF NON MUSLIMS (ZIMMIS)
In Islam, the rights of citizenship are not confined to people born in a
particular state. A Muslim ipso facto becomes the citizen of an Islamic
state as soon as he sets foot on its territory with the intention of living
there and thus enjoys equal rights along with those who acquire its
citizenship by birth.130

123.
Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, trs Surah AI Isra' 17:70.
124.
Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, Irs Surah AI Hujurat 49:13.
125.
Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, Irs Surah AI-Baqarah 2.213.
126.
Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, Irs Surah AI Baqarah 2:213 and Surah AI
, Ankabut29:46.
127.
Abdulaziz Abdulhussein Sachedina,(2001) The Islamic Roots of Democratic Pluralism,
Published by Oxford University Press US, p.30-31.
128.
Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, Irs Surah AI Hujaraat 49: 13.
129.
Abdul Qadir & Audah Shahee';(l970) "Islamic System of Justice"; Translated by S.M.
Hasnain, M.A. Kitab Bhawan, New Delhi p.272.
S.Abul Ala Maududi (1997) Islamic Law and Constitution Islamic Publication (Pvt)
130.
Lahore, p.283-84.
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The Qur'an says:

"Truly Pharaoh elated himself in the land and broke up its
peopie into sections, depressing a smail group among chem:
their sons he slew, but he kept alive their females: for he was
indeed a maker of mischief" (28: 4)\31
Thus in the eyes of his (Pharaoh) government all citizens were not equal
in law. All did not enjoy similar rights. Instead he adopted the policy of
dividing people into groups and castes and of oppressing one group and
exalting another, making one the subject and the other the overlord.
To this effect, the Prophet was reported to have said, "He who unfairly
treats a non-Muslim who keeps a peace treaty with Muslims, or
undermines his rights, or burdens him beyond his capacity, or takes
something from him without his consent; then I am his opponent on the
Day of Judgment"l32 (Abu Dawud and AI-Bayhaqi)
Islam has also laid down certain rights for non-Muslims who may be
living within the boundaries of an Islamic state and these rights
necessarily form part of the Islamic constitution. In Islamic terminology,
such non-Muslims are called Zimmis (the covenanted), implying that the
Islamic state has entered into a covenant with them and guaranteed their
protection. The life, property and honor of a Zimmis is to be respected
and protected in exactly the same way as that of a Muslim citizen. Nor is
there difference between a Muslim and a non-Muslim citizen in respect
of civil or criminallaw 133 • The rule of Islamic Shari'ah (law) is very well
expressed by the Khalipha 'Ali in these words: "They have accepted our
protection only because their lives may be like our lives and their
properties like our properties" (Abu Dawud). In other words, their (of the
Zimmis) lives and properties are as sacred as the lives and properties of
the Muslims. Discrimination of people into different classes was one of
the greatest crimes that, according to the Quran, Pharaoh used to indulge
in: "He had divided his people into different classes," ... "And he
suppressed one group of them (at the cost of others)" (28:4).134
The Islamic state should not interfere with the personal rights of nonMuslims, who have full freedom of conscience and belief and are at
liberty to perform their religious rites and ceremonies in their own
131.
132.
133.
134.

Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, trs Surah AI-Qasas 28.4.
Hadith, Sunan Abu Dawud and AI-Bayhaqi.
Supra 129 S.Abul Ala Maududi p.284.
Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, trs Surah AI Qasas 28:4 .
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way.135 They may propagate their religion. These rights are irrevocable.
Non-Muslims cannot be deprived of them. 136
In this way the guarantees and rights given to cItIzens in a Muslim
theocracy based on a proper interpretation of the Quran must be the same
as all other citizens. This in tum guarantees the same protection of all
citizens independent of any consideration of their religious beliefs. Such
is the rationale for the strictest form of secularism. But as we see here
and in the following section, the same protections are provided in a
properly executed Islamic theocracy as would be in a secular state.
Not only was the Quranic injunctions and the Sunnah of the Prophet on
the issue, but the Rightly Guided Khalifa also practiced this, with several
authentic incidents to this effect practiced by 'Umar ibn Al-Khattab and
'Ali. In short, they are allowed all the rights which are sanctioned by the
norms of justice and fairness for people in a civilized society, and in this
regard all dealings should be done in a befitting manner because Allah
likes people who adopt this attitude.
ADDITIONAL RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES OF NON-MUSLIM CITIZENS

K.

The Qur'an says:

"Truly Pharaoh elated himself in the land and broke up its
people into sections, depressing a small group among them:
their sons he slew, but he kept alive their females: for he was
indeed a maker of mischief" (28:4)137
Thus in the eyes of his (Pharaoh) government all citizens were not equal
in law. All did not enjoy similar rights. Instead he adopted the policy of
dividing people into groups and castes and of oppressing one group and
exalting another, making one the subject and the other the overlord.
To this effect, the Prophet was reported to have said, "He who unfairly
treats a non-Muslim who keeps a peace treaty with Muslims, or
undermines his rights, or burdens him beyond his capacity, or takes
something from him without his consent; then I am his opponent on the
Day of Judgment" (Abu Dawud and Al-Bayhaqi).

135.
136.
137.

Supra 129 S.Abul Ala Maududi p.286-87.
Supra 129 S.Abul Ala Maududi·p.285.
Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, Irs Surah Al-Qasas 28.4.
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So far we have referred to those inalienable rights, which must
necessarily be bestowed upon the Zimmis by an Islamic State, as they
have been conferred upon them by the Islamic Shari'ah. Muslims are not
entitled to curtail them in any way whatsoever. They are, however,
permitted to grant them other rights and privileges to an extent that is not
repugnant to the spirit or the commandments of the Shari'ah.
Here we attempt to lay down some additional rights that may be granted
to the non-Muslim subjects of an Islamic State.
(1) Political Representation

Let us take the matter of elections first. An Islamic Government is an
ideological Government. Therefore, it cannot afford to indulge in the
deceptive measures commonly employed by secular national states with
regard to the rights of national minorities. The Head of an Islamic State
is bound by law to conduct the administration of the State in accordance
with the Islamic principles and the primary function of Shura (42:38)Ys
Here consultation means the "Shura" or the legislative assembly.139
(Council) is to assist him in doing so. It is thus obvious that those who do
not accept the ideology of Islam as their guiding light cannot become the
Head of the Islamic State or the members of the Shura (Council).140
However, in regard to a Parliament or a Legislature of the modern
conception, which is considerably different from the Shura in its
traditional sense, this rule could be relaxed to allow non-Muslims to
become its members provided that it has been fully ensured in the
constitution. 141
(2) Freedom of Expression
In an Islamic State all non-Muslims will have the same freedom of
conscience, of opinion, of expression (through words spoken and
written) and of association as the one enjoyed by the Muslims
themselves, subject to the same limitations as are imposed by law on the
Muslims. Within those limitations, they will be entitled to criticize the

138.
Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, trs Surah Ash -Shura "Those who hearken to their
Lord, and establish regular Prayer; who (conduct) their affairs by mutual Consultation; who spend
out of what We bestow on them for Sustenance."
139.
S.Abul Ala Maududi, (1997), Islamic Law and Constitution Islamic Publication (Pvt)
Lahore, p.296
140.
Ibid p295-296.
Ibid p296-297.
141.
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Government and its officials, including the Head of the State. 142 They
will also enjoy the same rights of criticizing Islam. 143
The Qur'an says:

"There shouLd be no coercion in the matter offaith." (2:256Y44
They will likewise be fully entitled to propagate the good points of their
religion and if a non-Muslim is won over to another non-Islamic creed
there can be no objection to it. As regards Muslims, none of them will be
allowed to change creed. 145
The Zimmis will never be compelled to adopt a belief contrary to their
conscience and it will be perfectly within their constitutional rights if
they refuse to act against their conscience or creed, so long as they do not
violate the law of the land. 146
(3) Education
They shall naturally have to accept the same system of education as the
Government may enforce for the whole country. As regards religious
education, however, they will not be compelled to study Islam, but will
have the right to make arrangements for imparting knowledge of their
own religion to their children in their own schools and colleges or even
in the National Universities and CoUeges. 147
(4) Government Service
With the exception of a few key posts all other services will be open to
them without any prejudice. The criteria of competence for Muslims and
non-Muslims will be the same and the most competent persons will
always be selected without any discrimination. A body of experts can
easily draw up a list of key posts. We can only suggest as a general
principle that all posts connected with the formulation of State policies
and the control of important departments should be treated as key
142. S.Abul Ala Mawdudi.(I982) , The Rights of Non·Muslims in Islamic State, Islamic
Publications, Ltd. Lahore, Pakistan.p.282.
143. A.A. Maududi, Islamic law and constitution, Lahore: Islamic Publications, 12th edition
I 997p297.
144.
Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, trs Surah AI-Baqarah 2.256 "Let there be no
compulsion in religion: Truth stands out clear from Error: whoever rejects evil and believes in Allah
hath grasped the most trustworthy hand-hold, that never breaks. And Allah hearth and knoweth all
things."
145.
Supra 142 S.Abul Ala Maududi, p296-97.
146. Supra 142 S.Abul Ala Maududi p.296-97.
Supra 142 S.Abul Ala Maududi p.297.
147.
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postS.1 48 In every ideological state, such posts are invariably given only
to such persons who have the fullest faith in its ideology and who are
capable of running it according to the letter and the spirit of the ideology.
With the exception of lhtst key posts, however, an other posts will be
open to the Zimmis.149 For instance, nothing can debar them from being
appointed as Cabinet Ministers, Ministers, Judges, Accountant-General,
Chief Engineer or Postmaster-General of an Islamic State.
(5) Trade and Profession

In an Islamic State l50 the doors of industry, agriculture, trade and all other
professions are open to all, and Muslims have no special privileges over
non-Muslims in this regard, nor are the non-Muslims debarred from
doing that Muslims are permitted to do. Every citizen, be he a Muslim or
a non-Muslim, enjoys equal rights in the field of economic enterprise. l5l
L.

LIMITATIONS OF THE SCOPE AND UTILITY OF ISLAMIC
JURISPRUDENCE

The scope and value of Muslim jurisprudence as the science, which
shows the path of the Muslim shariah, is limited today by necessity for a
number of reasons. First, the path of statutory law, adopted even by
states comprised predominately of Muslims, is determined by forces
outside the range of Muslim Jurisprudence. To quote Mr. Fyzee's A
Modem Approach to Islamic "national loans, insurance, income tax, hire
purchase agreements, the law of the air, industrial legislation, statutory,
crimes - the name but a few at random - had to be dealt with by society,
and the shariah could not possibly deal with them all."152 In fact, subjects
of the kind mentioned by Mr. Fyzee are dealt with by legislation which
follows patterns set on an international level and result from economic
forces which cross religious and even political barriers of states. An
overwhelmingly large part of the daily lives of individuals are governed
today by law made without any reference to an aid from any particular
system of jurisprudence and these are interpreted by courts according to
well developed canons which do not need to be supplemented. 153
Second, the field of constitutional law is also placed outside the range of
the shariah even in Islamic states, as this field is governed by written
148.
S.Abul Ala Maududi, (1997) Islamic law and constitution, Lahore: Islamic Publications,
p297-298.
149.
Ibid p298.
150.
Supra II.
151.
Suprl42 S.Abul Ala Maududi, p 291.
152.
FyzeeA.A.A: (1963) Modem approach 10 Islam p206.
153.
Ibid p.210
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constitutions generally. The Muslim shariah has only an indirect bearing
on constitutional principles insofar as it can be said that its egalitarian
sprit does not harmonize with. a constitution that discriminates between
man and man on grounds of race, religious, color, caste, or creed. 154 But,
if the constitution of any states makes such distinctions, the mere
declarations of Muslim jurists (faqih) cannot make the constitutional
provisions legally inoperative. 155
Jurists expounding the principles of any particular system of
jurisprudence cannot possibly, in any part of the world today, hope to
play the grand role shown to have been performed by the Muslim jurists
of Damascus in the formative period of Muslim law when they were not
only the principle repositories of law but also the only practical means of
law making.156
II.

CONCLUSION

The Islamic world has its own features and uniqueness. When we deal
with the question of Islam and secularism we have to keep this in mind.
It should, however, be kept in mind that the Islamic world is also not a
homogenized one. One comes across fundamental differences in Islamic
countries from Algeria to Indonesia though all of them follow religion of
Islam. Commonality of religion does not necessarily mean commonality
of social or political traditions. These traditions are as different as their
societies and social realities. 157
When the Prophet migrated from Mecca to Medina owing to persecution
in Mecca at the hands of Meccan tribal leaders, he found Medinese
society a pluralistic society. There were Jews, pagans and Muslims and
also Jews and pagans were divided into several tribes, each tribe having
its own customs and traditions. The Prophet drew up a covenant with
these tribes guaranteeing them full freedom of their faith and also
creating a common community in the city of Medina with an obligation
to defend it, if attacked from outside. 15s This was, in a way, a precursor of
modem secular nation, every citizen free to follow his/her own faith and
tribal customs and their own personal laws but having an obligation
towards the city to maintain peace within and defend it from without.
154.
Dr.Tanzil Rehman, (l992)Reconstruction of political thought in Islam, Lahore: Islamic
Publications: p 58.
ISS.
Fyzee AAA: (1969) Out lines of Mohammadan Law.
156.
supra note87 Ameer Ali p239.
157.
A. Gauher, (1980) editor "Islamic law - Its Ideals and Principles" in The Clwllenge of
Islam, London: The Islamic Council of Europe.p269 .
158. AA Maududi, (1997) Human Rights in Islam, Lahore: Islamic Publications, p236-37.
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The Prophet clearly set an example that people of different faith and
traditions can live together in peace and harmony creating a common
bond and respecting a common obligation towards the city/country.
Whiie counirits like Indoilcsiu und Malaysia have Muslim majorities,
they do allow all their citizens, including the non-Muslims, equal
political rights. The Islamic tenets, do not disapprove of composite or
pluralistic way of life, the Covenant of Medina (called Mithaq-i-Medina)
clearly approves of pluralistic set up. Religious pluralism and composite
nationalism, which is the very spirit of secularism today is not
incompatible to Islam at all. 159
As stated above, Islam upholds pluralism, freedom of conscience and
human and democratic rights and thus does not clash with the concept of
secularism. 160 The Qur' an also states in 22:40 that no religious place
should be demolished as in all religious places be it synagogue, or church
or monastery, name of Allah is remembered and hence all these places
should be protected. 161 This is another tenet of liberal secularism, which
is upheld by the Qur'an.
The fact that Islam admits freedom of conscience and democratic rights
cannot be disputed. Islam also officially accepts religious pluralism in as
much as it is Qur' anic doctrine to hold other prophets in equal esteem.
The Holy Prophet provided equal social and religious space to all
religions present in Medina, as pointed out above, through the Covenant
of Medina (Mithaq-i-Medina)162. As stated above, Islam upholds
pluralism, freedom of conscience and human and democratic rights and
thus does not clash with the concept of secularism.
The verse 2:213 is also quite significant on the unity of all human beings
and is Allah's intention. 163 All differences are human and not divine and
these differences should be resolved in democratic and goodly manner
(29:46).164 These are the norms laid down by the Qur'an but the rulers of
Muslim countries deviate from these norms to protect their hold on
power and blame it on Islam.
Islam upholds pluralism, freedom of conscience and human and
democratic rights and thus does not clash with the concept of secularism.
159.
Abdulaziz Abdulhussein Sachedina, (2001) The Islamic Roots of Democratic Pluralism,
Published by Oxford University Press US, p.30-31.
160.
Ibid p31.
161.
Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, trs Surah AI-Haii 22.40.
162.
Supra 91p37.
163.
Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, trs SOrah al-Baqarah 2:213.
164.
Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, trs Surah A1-'Ankabut 29 .. 46.
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Islam and secularism can and should co-exist in the modern world. Islam
and secularism can and should go together in the modern world as the
former Malaysian Prime Minister Dr Mahathir Muhammad has rightly
said that 'Malaysia was a modem secular state, not despite but because
of Islam.' 165
The concept of civil society which respects autonomy of a citizen and
his/her religious, cultural and political rights does not, as shown above,
in any way, contradictory to the Qur'anic injunctions. The above analysis
has shown that Islam has no clash with the secularism. The Qur' an
clearly states that all children of Adam have been honored (17:70).166
This of course includes right to live with dignity and to promote ones
own religious, cultural and linguistic or ethnic interests. The Qur' an, in
fact, directly encourages secularism vide its verse 5:48. 167 This verse
clearly states that every people have their own law and a way i.e. every
nation is unique in its way of life, its rules etc. It also says that if Allah
had pleased He would have created all human beings a single people but
He did not do so in order to test them (whether they can live in harmony
with each other despite their differences in laws and way of life). Thus,
it is clear assertion of pluralism in Islam. One must respect the others
faith and live in harmony with themselves.

165.
Fonner Malaysian PM Dr Mahathir Muhammad told the delegates in the World Economic
Forum in New York in 2004.
166.
Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, trs Surah AI-Isra 17:70.
167.
Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The holy Quran, trs Surah AI-Maidah5:48
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